Gravelrings
A unique concept in gravel stabilisation
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SUDS
compliant
sustainable
paving system
Loose aggregate surfacing is a highly popular and cost
effective method of creating an attractive hard landscape
finish to paths, driveways and parking areas.

The porous nature of loose
aggregate or “gravel” makes a
valuable contribution to a SUDS
scheme as well as being lower cost
than bound gravels or other porous
hard landscape surfaces. The
issues with loose gravels are well
known: gravel migration and
rutting, difficulty in walking, cycling,
or pushing small wheeled vehicles
have all been key challenges for
using gravel in many locations.

Why stabilised
gravel surfacing?
Stabilised Gravel Surfacing
provides a fully porous, natural
alternative to resin bound, block
paving, asphalt or other hard
landscape surfaces.
The principal benefits of stabilised
gravel have become increasingly
valued, as emphasis on sustainable
urban drainage (SUDS), cost
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effective surfacing methods and
maximum recyclability have all
become major considerations in
modern construction.
Using loose aggregate within a
stabilisation panel makes a highly
cost effective hard landscape
surface that is aesthetically
pleasing, very fast to install and
easy to maintain. The stabilised
gravel creates a surface over
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which it is easy to walk, cycle,
or push small-wheeled equipment
such as wheel-chairs or lawn
mowers.
Even with a traditional compacted
sub base (typically MOT Type 1),
Stabilised Gravel Surfacing
creates a free-draining permeable
paving layer which, other than in
the most extreme rainfall
conditions, eliminates water

run-off from the paved surface.
This is a major contributor to
reducing demand on surface
water drainage capacity. The
system can also be used as
part of a fully permeable hard
landscape construction,
establishing a stable top
surface, over a purposedesigned permeable drainage
layer, or water harvesting
installation.
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“The simple and efficient way to create a
100% permeable stable gravel surface that
will remain looking good for years to come.”
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What are
Gravelrings?
Gravelrings are a uniquely effective method of
stabilising loose aggregate surfacing.
No more silt build-up!

Advantages

The intelligent design utilises a
containment cell system together
with an open mesh base which
not only allows the free draining of
water but also prevents the build
up of silt and fine debris within the
gravel containment cell. The small
aperture of the grid however, still
allows the use of small aggregate
sizes if required. An additional
benefit of Gravelrings is that the
versatile panel size and design
makes them easy to handle,
install and cut to shape.

Q Fully permeable hard

landscape layer

140 SQM
TO A
PALLET

Q Effectively contained and

stabilised gravel surface
Q No sinking, rutting or

cheaper to
transport than
other similar
products

gravel migration
Q Excellent load bearing capacity

suitable for pedestrian and
vehicular traffic
Q Fast and easy to install
Q Weed resistant low

maintenance surface
Q Invisible once installation

is complete
Q Lightweight
Q Recycled and recyclable material

Gravelrings are:
Made in the UK

Q Easily cut to shape
Q Versatile panel size and

configuration
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100% recycled
100% recyclable
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Technical data
Application

Pedestrian and vehicular traffic

Panel Size

500 x 500mm – assembled and delivered in 1m2 panels
25 mm

Panel depth

45 - 50 kgs per square metre

Gravel demand

>350 tonnes per square metre

Weight bearing capacity
Containment cell diameter

25 mm

Material thickness/ weight

2 mm / 2.24 kg/sqm

Recommended gravel size

6 mm - 20 mm

Drainage Capacity SUDS compliance
Raw material
Colour
Chemical resistance
Design Protection

Fully permeable
100% UK made recycled HDPE – fully UV stabilised
Semi-translucent white or solid black

Resistant to most chemicals and environmental aggression
OHIM Registered Design EU
(Certificate No. 001928888-0001)
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“Once you’ve witnessed the difference that
Gravelrings make to a loose aggregate surface
you’ll never want to lay gravel without them again.”
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Installation
Gravelrings should be laid on a
compacted, level and firm
sub-base material (e.g. MOT
Type 1 or Type 3 to Engineers
specification). A layer of sharp
sand or granite fines may be used
to level out any excessive
undulation in the sub-base before
laying the panels.
Simply lay the panels flat on the
ground with the mesh grid side
down. The panels clip together
and are then nailed down using
steel spiral spikes (if required).

Gravel is then spread over the
panels allowing 10-15mm
coverage over the top edge to
completely conceal the rings.
After installation the gravel can
be rinsed with water if required to
remove fine residue and lightly
compacted to accelerate
consolidation of the aggregate.

Standard installation
Base layer/geotextile membrane/
Compacted MOT Type 1 (100-

150mm or to Engineers
specification)/optional blinding
layer or sharp sand if required/
Gravelrings stabilisation panel/
final aggregate fill.

Porous installation
Base layer/geotextile membrane/
Compacted MOT Type 3 (reduced
fines, 100-150mm or to Engineers
specification)/optional blinding
layer or sharp sand if required/
Gravelrings stabilisation panel/
final aggregate fill

Download our CAD drawings at www.gravelrings.com
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For more information about our
other products and brands please
contact our sales team on
+44 (0)28 7134 5620 or visit
www.greenleafireland.com.

Right view
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